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THE POWER OF BELONGING
By MAX LOH

A focus on diversity and inclusiveness has been linked to improved business
performance but it may fail to deliver impact if a culture of belonging is absent.

O

ften, we read and hear of the importance of
diversity and inclusiveness (D&I) in business.

Diversity is about heterogeneity where multidimensional attributes of individuals, such
as background, education, gender, ethnicity,
nationality, age, working style and skills, are
reflected in the mix of a team. Inclusiveness
is about harnessing these differences and
creating an environment where all people feel,
and are valued.
Numerous research has shown that organisations
with diverse teams that are led inclusively
outperform those with homogenous ones. Thus,
many organisations increasingly advocate and
focus on D&I. However, these aspirations may
not always translate into the desired attitude
changes, actions and outcomes on the ground.
For one, it is a fallacy that having a diverse team
naturally yields positive outcomes. It does not
– at least not until the act of inclusion brings
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differences together in a purposeful manner. Even
then, D&I efforts can still fail to deliver impact.
The failing may be well summed up by Pat Wador,
SVP of Global Talent Organization at LinkedIn:
“D&I grabs my intellect – it’s an organisational
challenge that must be addressed – but not
my heart.”

Capturing the heart

Capturing “hearts” is crucial, because it is when
we feel that we belong will we be more motivated,
engaged and hence, perform better. Belonging is
about feeling that we are part of something, and
that we are seen and valued for our unicity.
As team members and leaders, we shape the
organisational culture through what we expect,
reinforce and reward, which influences whether
people have positive or negative experiences.
Each of us may have very different experiences,
and depending on the situation, we may be more
or less likely to feel like we belong.
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Simply put, if diversity is the mix of the team,
and inclusion is the atmosphere that you create to
embrace and leverage diversity, then belonging
is the feeling that you can be your authentic
self within that inclusive environment based on
your lived experience. The three are interrelated,
interdependent and inextricably intertwined.

The board’s influence

Just as how a sense of belonging may elude teams,
the same can happen to boards. For boards,
belonging is a tricky and complex concept.
The board is a group of individuals that
operate as a collective. At the same time, good
board governance comes from robust board
composition and successfully harnessing the
diverse perspectives of the right mix of directors
that reflect the nature and priorities of the
business.
Fostering a culture of belonging on boards
necessarily means every director being given
the voice and opportunity to contribute and
raise issues in a safe environment. It is not
about directors being congenial and best
friends. Importantly, a sense of belonging
among board members should not lead to
groupthink, which contradicts the principles of
diversity of thought.
The board chair has a crucial role to play. Among
other responsibilities, the chair should promote
a culture of openness and debate at the board,
where directors can contribute authentically.
Board directors should still be able to hold the
diverse perspectives that led to their board
appointment, but feel belonged enough to voice
their differences freely.
Further, the board sets the tone at the top. Given
its role in selecting the CEO and members of
the leadership, it can help to steer the corporate
culture and the underpinning values through
discerned choices.

The board also has the prerogative, as part
of its oversight role, to hold the management
accountable for organisational excellence,
including driving team diversity and a culture
of belonging so that the merits of diversity is
brought to bear.
Ensuring that a culture of belonging exists,
whether within the board itself or throughout
the organisation, does not happen by chance.
Often, in reality, there is a disconnect between
perceptions of belonging and how individuals
actually feel.
Therefore, as with any change or intervention
programmes, boards should drive management
to take a critical view of where their organisation
is at and where they desire it to be – and by
when, as well as the enablers and actions to
make it happen.
Even with programmes in place, organisations
may not effectively measure their progress or
efficacy. Just like sales or any investment projects,
knowing the “ROI” is important and boards
should request management for relevant updates.
Yet, there is often also a data disconnect, where
organisations struggle to articulate clear metrics
for diversity in the first place, let alone culture.
Where there are metrics, capturing the needed
data in a usable manner for further analysis can
be a challenge.
If we accept that organisational culture is a
predictor of corporate health and success, then
it ought to be managed and measured no matter
how intangible it is as an asset – or a potential
liability. A culture of belonging has economic
value – do not let it elude you.
Max Loh is EY Asean and Singapore Managing
Partner, Ernst & Young LLP. The views in this article
are his and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
global EY organisation or its member firms.
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